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By More Than Providence Aug 28 2019 Soon after the American Revolution, ?certain of the founders began to recognize the strategic significance of Asia and the Pacific
and the vast material and cultural resources at stake there. Over the coming generations, the United States continued to ask how best to expand trade with the region
and whether to partner with China, at the center of the continent, or Japan, looking toward the Pacific. Where should the United States draw its defensive line, and how
should it export democratic principles? In a history that spans the eighteenth century to the present, Michael J. Green follows the development of U.S. strategic
thinking toward East Asia, identifying recurring themes in American statecraft that reflect the nation's political philosophy and material realities. Drawing on
archives, interviews, and his own experience in the Pentagon and White House, Green finds one overarching concern driving U.S. policy toward East Asia: a fear that a
rival power might use the Pacific to isolate and threaten the United States and prevent the ocean from becoming a conduit for the westward free flow of trade, values,
and forward defense. By More Than Providence works through these problems from the perspective of history's major strategists and statesmen, from Thomas Jefferson to
Alfred Thayer Mahan and Henry Kissinger. It records the fate of their ideas as they collided with the realities of the Far East and adds clarity to America's stakes in
the region, especially when compared with those of Europe and the Middle East.
Asia Aug 09 2020 From one of the world's leading historians?a comprehensive narrative of the 3,000 years that have formed Asia's people, culture, and global destiny
Tracing its origins in Mesopotamia to its modern role on the global geopolitical stage, historian Arthur Cotterell offers a compelling, lively, and readable account of
one of the most culturally diverse, and often misunderstood, parts of the world. Beginning with the emergence of the world's earliest civilization in 3000 BC, Asia: A
Concise History provides a fascinating look at the global convulsions?like the rise and fall of Assyria and Persia, the medieval states that flourished after the advent
of Islam, and the modern transformations triggered by the lightning conquests of imperial Japan?that have shaped the continent. Covers the great events and figures of
Asian history, along with a look at the monumental remains that bear witness to those times: the ziggurats of Iraq, the Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, the temple
of Angkor Wat Includes fascinating slices of history, including funeral arrangements for Qin Shi Huangdi in 210 BC; an extract from Lord Macartney's journal of his 1793
diplomatic mission to the Qing emperor Qian Long; and Toyotomi Hideyoshi's edict of 1587 banning firearms in Japan Features boxed inserts of special interest?like a
Babylonian recipe for lamb stew circa 1500 BC Contains over 100 illustrations, maps, and photos Other books by Cotterell: The Minoan World, The First Emperor of China,
The Encyclopedia of Mythology, and Chariot Destined to become a reference staple for history buffs and students of Asian history, Asia: A Concise History offers readers
a breathtaking narrative and wealth of detail that make the formative periods, key events, and personalities from this once remote part of the world come alive.
Regional Integration Sep 29 2019 This book examines and compares the integration process in both Europe and Asia, and draws some possible lessons for East Asia from
the European experience. The book embraces the political dimension of integration (peace and security), economic, trade and monetary aspects, as well as cultural
aspects.
Repositioning Asia Feb 24 2022 Repositioning Asia From Bubble to Sustainable Economy "Hermawan Kartajaya is to Asian Marketing what Philip Kotler is to Global
Marketing. The authors have combined their expertise and insight to write a book that cuts through the confusion and misinformation about Asia to provide an invaluable
guide to local and global companies who want to succeed in this key world region. If you can read only two books about Asia, read this book twice." Professor Warren J.
Keegan Director, Institute for Global Business Strategy Pace University "I highly recommend Repositioning Asia. It is an engaging, lucid and important contribution to
the understanding of the transformation of Asia's economies and enterprises. The authors' prescriptions will gain even greater significance in the emerging global cyberera." Howard V. Perlmutter Emeritus Professor of Social Architecture and Management The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania "Repositioning Asia is a welcome
contribution. Drawing on a wealth of research, it effectively combines strategic marketing expertise with local market knowledge.. For Asian companies and MNCs alike,
it highlights winning formulas to underpin sustainability in the future." Dr. Laurie Wood Chairman, The Chartered Institute of Marketing "New Asia will be very
different from the New America. Here lies the real value of this book: it offers a real world view of the local dynamics at work to build the New Asia. The insights
offered by the authors should allow you to become a partner in the recovery of Asia." Jesper Koll Chief Economist, Merrill Lynch (Japan) "A deep analysis of Asia's
diversified markets from a unique perspetive. This book is a blueprint for Asia 2000 and beyond." Dr. Michio Torii Honorary Advisor, Asia-Pacific Marketing Federation
Founder, Suntory Group of Japan
East Asia in the World Jan 14 2021 From the Foundations in Global Studies series, this text offers students a fresh, comprehensive, multidisciplinary entry point to
East Asia. After a brief introduction to the study of East Asia, the early chapters of the book survey the essentials of East Asian history; important historical
narratives; and the region's languages, religions, and global connections. Students are guided through the material with relevant maps, resource boxes, and text boxes
that support and guide further independent exploration of the topics at hand. The second half of the book features interdisciplinary case studies, each of which focuses
on a specific country or region and a particular issue. Each chapter gives a flavor for the cultural distinctiveness of the particular country yet also draws attention
to global linkages. Readers will come away from this book with an understanding of the larger historical, political, and cultural frameworks that shaped East Asia as we
know it today, and of current issues that have relevance in Asia and beyond.
Southeast Asia in World History Sep 21 2021 This book sketches an outline of Southeast Asian history from earliest times to the present, showing how the diverse
political, economic, social, and cultural patterns developed over several thousand years and the role played by the region in the larger world. Approximately one third
will be devoted to the centuries before 1500 CE, when civilizations and kingdoms emerged and some Southeast Asians became active in Asian and Pacific maritime trade
networks. It discusses the connections to India and China, the great kingdoms such as Angkor, the maritime trade, and the emergence of diverse cultural traditions,
including the Theravada Buddhist, Islamic, and Vietnamese realms. Another third covers the period of Western expansion and colonization between 1500 and 1941, when
various Western nations began to gradually influence and then reshape the region and Southeast Asians became more deeply involved with world trade. This includes an
extensive discussion of the impact of colonialism on Southeast Asian societies, cultures, economies and politics. The final third examines the rise of nationalism and
independence movements, decolonization, the wars in Indochina, and the links between past, present, and future.
Arc of Empire Oct 11 2020 Argues that America's wars in The Philippines, Japan, Korea and Vietnam were actually all part of a sustained U.S. bid for dominance in Asia.
Asia Past and Present Jun 06 2020 A wide-ranging introduction to the multi-faceted history of Asia—from early origins to the present Asia Past and Present is an
expansive survey of the social, political, and economic history of the continent from the Paleolithic era to the early 21st century. As there is no physically discrete
continent, rather an arbitrary division of the Eurasian landmass, this book focuses on terrain that encompasses India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Central Asia, China,
Korea, Japan, Mongolia, the Russian Far East, and Southeast Asia—the area which most modern scholars identify as Asia. Offering broad chronological and topical coverage
of Asia, this book examines subjects including written languages, religions and philosophies, concepts of monarchy, militarism, independence and nation building, and
more. Particular focus is placed on the varying levels of influence the core cultures of India and China have had on the continent in a multitude of socio-political
areas. Historical dialogues of how colonies, later emerging nations, blended traditional Asian culture and Western political and economic models of modernization
complement contemporary discussions of globalization, nuclear tensions, and growing demands for greater individual freedom. Written in an engaging, accessible style,
this book: Covers of a wide range of topics, perspectives, geographic regions, and time periods Highlights India and China as the pre 19th century cultural cores of
Asia Presents a relatable political-cultural narrative framework Discusses contemporary themes including gender, sexual orientation, the environment, and Western and
Islamic influence on Asian culture Includes coverage of commonly underrepresented regions such as the Himalayan nations, Maldives, and New Guinea Asia Past and Present:
A Brief History is a valuable resource for undergraduate courses where Asian cultures are introduced, and in courses on Asian politics, diplomacy, environmental issues,
and socio-economics.
Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Asia, from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time Oct 23 2021
Asia Oct 03 2022 Describes the landscapes, plants, animals, history, and current conditions and ways of life of the continent of Asia.
Limited War in South Asia Dec 01 2019 This book examines the origins, courses and consequences of conventional wars in post-colonial South Asia. Although South Asia
has experienced large-scale conventional warfare on several occasions since the end of World War II, there is an almost total neglect of analysis of conventional
warfare in the Indian subcontinent. Focusing on China, India and Pakistan, this volume, therefore, takes a unique approach. Regional rivalries between India and
Pakistan are linked with global rivalries between the US and USSR (later Russia) and then China, and war is defined in a broader perspective. The book analyses the
conduct of land, sea and air warfare, as well as the causes and consequences of conflicts. Tactical conduct of warfare (the nature of mobile armoured strikes and static
linear infantry combat supported by heavy artillery) and generalship are studied along with military strategy, doctrine and grand strategy (national security policy),
which is an amalgam of diplomacy, military strategy and economic policy. While following a realpolitik approach, this book blends the development of military strategies
and doctrines with the religious and cultural ethos of the subcontinent’s inhabitants. Drawing on sources not easily accessible to Western scholars, the overall
argument put forward by this work is that conventional warfare has been limited in South Asia from the very beginning for reasons both cultural and realpolitik. This
book will be of much interest to students of South Asian politics, security studies, war and conflict studies, military studies and International Relations in general.
East Asia at the Center Dec 13 2020 A common misconception holds that Marco Polo "opened up" a closed and recalcitrant "Orient" to the West. However, this sweeping
history covering 4,000 years of international relations from the perspective of China, Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia shows that the region's extensive involvement in
world affairs began thousands of years ago. In a time when the writing of history is increasingly specialized, Warren I. Cohen has made a bold move against the grain.
In broad but revealing brushstrokes, he paints a huge canvas of East Asia's place in world affairs throughout four millennia. Just as Cohen thinks broadly across time,
so too, he defines the boundaries of East Asia liberally, looking beyond China, Japan, and Korea to include Southeast Asia. In addition, Cohen stretches the scope of
international relations beyond its usual limitations to consider the vital role of cultural and economic exchanges. Within this vast framework, Cohen explores the
system of Chinese domination in the ancient world, the exchanges between East Asia and the Islamic world from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries, and the
emergence of a European-defined international system in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The book covers the new imperialism of the 1890s, the Manchurian crisis

of the early 1930s, the ascendancy of Japan, the trials of World War II, the drama of the Cold War, and the fleeting "Asian Century" from the mid-1970s to the
mid-1990s. East Asia at the Center is replete with often-overlooked or little-known facts, such as: A record of persistent Chinese imperialism in the region Tibet's
status as a major power from the 7th to the 9th centuries C.E., when it frequently invaded China and decimated Chinese armies Japan's profound dependence on Korea for
its early cultural development The enormous influence of Indian cuisine on that of China Egyptian and Ottoman military aid to their Muslim brethren in India and Sumatra
against European powers Extensive Chinese sea voyages to Arabia and East Africa—long before such famous Westerners as Vasco da Gama and Christopher Columbus took to the
seas East Asia at the Center's expansive historical view puts the trials and advances of the past four millennia into perspective, showing that East Asia has often been
preeminent on the world stage—and conjecturing that it might be so again in the not-so-distant future.
The History of the Book in South Asia Nov 23 2021 The History of the Book in South Asia covers not only the various modern states that make up South Asia today but
also a multitude of languages and scripts. For centuries it was manuscripts that dominated book production and circulation, and printing technology only began to make
an impact in the late eighteenth century. Print flourished in the colonial period and in particular lithographic printing proved particularly popular in South Asia both
because it was economical and because it enabled multi-script printing. There are now vibrant publishing cultures in the nation states of South Asia, and the essays in
this volume cover the whole range from palm-leaf manuscripts to contemporary print culture.
Japan and South East Asia: From the Meiji Restoration to 1945 Jul 20 2021
Books on Asia from the Near East to the Far East Apr 16 2021 This is a selected, annotated list of some 2,000 books on Asia in English and French currently in print,
chosen with the aim of providing a long-term historical perspective for the general reader. The list is presented in four main parts: Asia as a whole; the Islamic
world; India, South and Southeast Asia; the Far East. Subdivisions cover such topics as: general and reference works; history, social science, and law; history of
literature; literature in translation; religion and ideas; arts, crafts, architecture, and science; and the lands in modern times.
The Rise of East Asia Apr 04 2020 There is great interest in the Pacific Century and what its implications for the future will be. The rapid economic growth of East
Asia was already setting the region apart from the rest of the world by the 1970s. By the 1980s the trend was seen to have spread southward to Thailand, Malaysia and
Indonesia, while China's provinces had also become integral to the regional economic boom. In this exciting new study many of the ideas and expectations associated with
the Pacific Century are placed under critical scrutiny. The book includes studies of particular countries such as China, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Indonesia and
Malaysia. There is analysis of economic and political trends in the region, the reasons behind its rise and its importance on a global scale. The rise of East Asia
represents an historic turning point with immense significance world-wide. This book will be of interest to anyone concerned about the new approaches to and the debate
about the rise of east Asia and the coming of the Pacific Century.
Nationalism and Cultural Revival in Southeast Asia May 18 2021
The Asia Book Sep 02 2022 The Asia Book is a truly a comprehensive exploration of this captivating continent of contrasts, from the tropical beaches of Bali to the
frozen slopes of Everest. Hugely ambitious and stunningly beautiful, it covers Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, the Indian Subcontinent & the Himalayas, Central Asia,
and the Middle East.
Jewelry of Southeast Asia May 06 2020 Profiles more than three hundred pieces designed across millennia from Neolithic and Bronze Age art to the present, providing
accompanying analyses of the symbolism in many pieces and what they reveal about Asian cultures throughout history.
Gender in Modern East Asia Mar 04 2020 This chronologically-organized text explores major themes in the history of gender (including politics, urban/rural lives,
modernity, nationalism and war) in China, Japan and Korea, from medieval times to the present, with an emphasis on the modern era. Brief primary sources are included.
Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia from the 18th to the Early 20th Centuries Mar 16 2021 Die Reihe Islamkundliche Untersuchungen wurde 1969 im Klaus Schwarz
Verlag begründet und hat sich zu einem der wichtigsten Publikationsorgane der Islamwissenschaft in Deutschland entwickelt. Die über 330 Bände widmen sich der
Geschichte, Kultur und den Gesellschaften Nordafrikas, des Nahen und Mittleren Ostens sowie Zentral-, Süd- und Südost-Asiens.
Military Thought of Asia Aug 21 2021 Military Thought of Asia challenges the assertion that the generation of rational secular ideas about the conduct of warfare is
the preserve of the West, by analysing the history of ideas of warfare in Asia from the ancient period to the present. The volume takes a transcontinental and
comparative approach to provide a broad overview of the evolution of military thought in Asia. The military traditions and theories which have emerged in different
parts of Eurasia throughout history are products of geopolitics and unique to the different regions. The book considers the systematic and tight representation of ideas
by famous figures including Kautlya and Sun Tzu. At the same time, it also highlights publications on military affairs by small men like mid-ranking officers and
scattered ideas regarding the origin, nature and societal impact of organised violence present in miscellaneous sources like coins, inscriptions, paintings and
fictional literature. In so doing, the book fills a historiographical gap in scholarship on military thought, which marginalises Asia to the part of cameo, and
historicises the evolution of theory and the praxis of warfare. The volume shows that the ‘East’ has a long unbroken tradition of conceptualising war and its place in
society from the Classical Era to the Information Age. It is essential reading for those interested in the evolution of military thought throughout history,
particularly in Asia.
Rivers of Iron Jun 26 2019 "Rivers of Iron tells the story of China's unfolding role in realizing the region-wide dream of building an intercountry railway system
connecting Southwest China and its seven Southeast Asian neighbors. This system is gradually taking shape with construction of Chinese-backed projects underway in
several Southeast Asian countries. Progress is being made. Nonetheless, while the PRC is strong, it is not a goliath bestriding the world, even in this region where
China looms over its small and medium-sized neighbors. This book illuminates the strengths and weaknesses of China's demonstration of power during President Xi
Jinping's self-styled "New Era" as well as the capacity of its smaller neighbors to resist, shape, and at times even take advantage of China's actions. Utilizing
frameworks from the fields of international relations and comparative politics, this book seeks to explain how domestic politics in all eight of the involved nations
affects their external behavior. Finally, Rivers of Iron addresses a fundamental development issue in what is emerging globally as a new age of infrastructure--How
should we understand the role of infrastructure in development, and how do policy makers and analysts balance the long-term value and prospective gains of investments
with the sometimes huge short- and medium-term costs?"-A History of East Asia Nov 04 2022 The second edition of Charles Holcombe's acclaimed introduction to East Asian history from the dawn of history to the twenty-first
century.
Islam and Asia May 30 2022 An accessible, transregional exploration of how Islam and Asia have shaped each other's histories, societies and cultures from the seventh
century to today.
When East Asia Meets Southeast Asia: Presence and Connectedness in Transformation Revisited Aug 01 2022
Prevention and Crisis Management Feb 12 2021 Four years have passed since the onset of the 2008 global crisis, and although some believe that there may be a second
down draft soon, attention has shifted from crisis narration to assessing lessons essential for preventing or managing recurrences. The exercise is worthy, but there is
always the danger of preparing for the last war when the next attack takes another form. Prevention and Crisis Management addresses this problem by highlighting the
future threat to Asia from a broader perspective that takes account of the Japanese and Asian financial crises during the 1990s as well as the global crisis of 2008.
The enlarged framework turns out to be illuminating for two distinct reasons. First, it reveals that Asian crises take many diverse forms, and second, the solutions
devised to date have only been locally and not universally effective. Policymakers are accordingly advised to always plan for the element of surprise. Contents:Crises
1990–2010:Asian Currency and Financial Crises in the 1990s (Steven Rosefielde and Assaf Razin)The 2008–2009 Global Crisis (Steven Rosefielde and Assaf Razin)Crisis in
Transitioning Countries (Yoji Koyama)PIIGS (Steven Rosefielde and Assaf Razin)Global Default (Steven Rosefielde and Daniel Quinn Mills)Prevention:Prevention and CounterMeasures (Torbjörn Becker)Threats and Deterrents:Global Imbalances (Huan Zhou and Steven Rosefielde)Chinese Protectionism (Jonathan Leightner)China's Economic Future
(Akio Kawato)Optimal Asian Dollar Surplus (Eric Fisher)Toward an East Asian Economic Community (Yun Chen and Ken Morita)Asian Union (Steven Rosefielde, Jong-Rong Chen
and Masumi Hakogi)Buddhist Crisis Prevention and Management (Teerana Bhongmakapat) Readership: Researchers, academics, graduates and general public who are interested
in Asian economies, globalization, macroeconomics and international economics. Keywords:Financial Crisis;Asian Currency;Transitioning Countries;Prevention;Novel Threats
And Deterrents;Global Imbalances;China;Asian Union;China-Japan Cooperation;Buddhist Sufficiency StrategyKey Features:The book should stand out from the rest of the pack
because of its timeliness, authoritativeness, focus and scopeThe book rests on the latest research of the Stockholm Institute for Transition Economies, and Asian
scholars participating in a Japan Foundation sponsored project on the 2008 global financial crisisAlthough, there is a growing awareness that another global economic
crisis is brewing, there is little authoritiative, Asian focused research published on prevention and crisis management in the new eraThe book will scrutinize the EU's
failings to assess whether an AU(Asian Union) is more likely to help or hinder prevention and crisis management
Reflections on Asia Feb 01 2020
The Book Worlds of East Asia and Europe, 1450–1850 Jan 26 2022 This volume provides the first comparative survey of the relations between the two most active book
worlds in Eurasia between 1450 and 1850. Prominent scholars in book history explore different approaches to publishing, printing, and book culture. They discuss the
extent of technology transfer and book distribution between the two regions and show how much book historians of East Asia and Europe can learn from one another by
raising new questions, exploring remarkable similarities and differences in these regions’ production, distribution, and consumption of books. The chapters in turn show
different ways of writing transnational comparative history. Whereas recent problems confronting research on European books can instruct researchers on East Asian book
production, so can the privileged role of noncommercial publications in the East Asian textual record highlight for historians of the European book the singular
contribution of commercial printing and market demands to the making of the European printed record. Likewise, although production growth was accompanied in both
regions by a wider distribution of books, woodblock technology’s simplicity and mobility allowed for a shift in China of its production and distribution sites farther
down the hierarchy of urban sites than was common in Europe. And, the different demands and consumption practices within these two regions’ expanding markets led to
different genre preferences and uses as well as to the growth of distinctive female readerships. A substantial introduction pulls the work together and the volume ends
with an essay that considers how these historical developments shape the present book worlds of Eurasia. “This splendid volume offers expert new insight into the ways
of producing, financing, distributing, and reading printed books in early modern Europe and East Asia. This is comparative history at its best, which leaves us with a
better understanding of each context and of the challenges common to book cultures across space and time.” —Ann Blair, author of Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly
Information before the Modern Age and professor of history, Harvard University “This engrossing account of the history of the book by leading specialists on the
European and East Asian publishing worlds takes stock of what we know—and how much we still need to know—about the places that books had in the lives of our early
modern forebears. Each chapter is masterful state-of-the-field coverage of its subject, and together they set a new standard for future studies of the book, East and
West.” —Timothy Brook, author of The Troubled Empire: China in the Yuan and Ming Dynasties
Beyond the Silk Road Jun 30 2022 This volume presents the Powerhouse Museum's collection of costumes, textiles,ugs, lithographs of designs and metalwork from Central
Asia. The vividmages are accompanied by essays which look at the nexus between the nomadicnd settled cultures of Central Asia and at the history of this region.
The Archaeology of South Asia Dec 25 2021 This book offers a critical synthesis of the archaeology of South Asia from the Neolithic period (c.6500 BCE), when
domestication began, to the spread of Buddhism accompanying the Mauryan Emperor Asoka's reign (third century BCE). The authors examine the growth and character of the
Indus civilisation, with its town planning, sophisticated drainage systems, vast cities and international trade. They also consider the strong cultural links between
the Indus civilisation and the second, later period of South Asian urbanism which began in the first millennium BCE and developed through the early first millennium CE.
In addition to examining the evidence for emerging urban complexity, this book gives equal weight to interactions between rural and urban communities across South Asia
and considers the critical roles played by rural areas in social and economic development. The authors explore how narratives of continuity and transformation have been
formulated in analyses of South Asia's Prehistoric and Early Historic archaeological record.
On the Margins of Southwest Asia Jan 02 2020 This book examines social change in Cyprus during the 6th to 4th millennia BC; a period that is traditionally viewed as
one of prolonged cultural continuity and isolation from the mainland. Through the documentation and integration of technological practice and up-to-date climatic,
ecological and environmental data, it is proposed that many of the observable differences between mainland southwest Asia and Cyprus during this period are the result
of divergent adaptive strategies in response to different environmental conditions, low population density and low resource stress. The book draws upon theories in
ecological and evolutionary biology and adapts it to cultural change in general. By employing a holistic approach with a focus on technological practice the book seeks
to show that cultural change on Cyprus is concomitant with broadly similar cultural trajectories taken in other regions on the margins of southwest Asia. The conclusion
reached is that if all of the pressures that drove cultural change on the mainland were relaxed the result would be a stable hunter-gatherer economy with a bit of
farming and herding: exactly what appears to be the case on Cyprus.

Power Shift Oct 30 2019 Proceedings from the conference "China and Asia: Towards a New Regional Order," convened in December 2003 at The George Washington
University"--Acknowledgments.
Health and Hygiene in Chinese East Asia Jul 28 2019 Examines the intersections of power, culture and science that went into the struggle to overcome disease and
improve people's health in Chinese regions of 20th century East Asia.
Has Asia Lost It?: Dynamic Past, Turbulent Future Jun 18 2021 Asia has been the greatest show on earth since Japan's rise from the ashes of World War II, accompanied
in successive decades with the emergence of the Asian tigers, and eventually the two giants China and India. The Asian miracle has few precedents in the modern era,
with billions lifted from poverty in a generation. The region's openness to trade and investment aligned perfectly with the tailwinds of globalisation. However, in
recent years Asia has become a victim of its own success with commentators not differentiating between a utopian high-income Asia and a dystopian middle- and low-income
Asia, where a significant majority of the region's population live. Asia today can be divided into countries which have a lot, have a little, and have none. The
continent's dream run is also coming to an end as Covid-19 exposes sharp weaknesses in state capacity and structural challenges like the U.S.-China trade war is putting
globalisation into reverse gear, jeopardising the region's hard-earned economic success. Asia's growth-obsessed policymakers have also ignored social pressures from the
impact of technology on jobs, rising inequality, fabulous wealth accumulation by a favoured billionaire class, a deepening demographic divide, climate distress, and
gender disparity, which threaten to destabilise the region's famed cohesiveness. In his penetrating new book, well-known Asia expert Vasuki Shastry argues that while
Asia's reckoning may have been the subject of speculation before the pandemic, Covid-19 has made that inevitable. Inspired by Dante's Inferno, Shastry takes readers on
a journey through modern Asia's eight circles of hell where we encounter urban cowboys and cowgirls fleeing rural areas to live in increasingly uninhabitable cities,
disadvantaged teenage girls unable to meet their aspirations due to social strictures, internal mutiny, messy geopolitics from the rise of China, and a political and
business class whose interests are in conflict with a majority of the population. Shastry challenges conventional thinking about Asia's place in the world and the book
is essential reading for those with an interest in the continent's future.
China and Southeast Asia Sep 09 2020 All this is not surprising, even understandable. But the danger of exaggeration to the point where efforts to predict what China
and the Chinese will do become merely alarmist, and the predictions become self-fulfilling, has to be guarded against.
Banking, Trade and Industry Apr 28 2022 An account of the rise of banking since the Middle Ages and its place in the modern international economy, first published in
1997.
Chasing the Sun Nov 11 2020 During the past half century, U.S. policy in East Asia was guided by a simple dictum: avoid the domination of East Asia by any power other
than the United States. Increasingly, however, this policy approach seems questionable in a globalizing world, a massively changed East Asia, and a much deeper U.S.
economic involvement in the region. Even as East Asian leaders often tell Americans they want a continued U.S. presence for security purposes, they also fear an
American effort to "contain" China that will put them between a rising regional power and the global superpower, creating dangerous tensions that ultimately would
threaten the region's golden goose —China's powerful economic growth engine. Others, like some Japanese, would welcome a conclusion by the United States that a powerful
China ultimately threatens American interests.The Post-American Century in East Asia addresses major policy problems of East Asia —from the management of our relations
with China to the North Korean nuclear problem to the growth of East Asian regionalism. The book answers how, in light of East Asia's growing power and influence, the
United States can retain influence commensurate with its interests. The transformation of the region requires us to ask whether some longstanding perspectives are still
relevant, as well as what changes are needed in American policy.
Global East Asia Mar 28 2022 "Drawing on work in a range of disciplines-including history, anthropology, demography, development, environmental studies, political
studies, health, sociology and the arts-this work approaches East Asia from new perspectives.The book looks at contemporary Japan and Korea and focuses on many facets
of Chinese culture, artistic production, economic development, digital issues, education and international collaboration" The Religious History of Central Asia from the Earliest Times to the Present Day Jul 08 2020 This book by the late Dr. James Thrower is the first general survey of the
religious history of Central Asia, both Muslim and non-Muslim. It covers the history of religion in Central or Inner Asia from pre-history to the aftermath of the fall
of communism.
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